Micro™ Premium

Micro
Self-positioning air cutter
articulates on three axes; cuts as
far as 230’ inside lines 3–10.”

Using remote-inflated air bladders, the arm of a Micro lateral cutter positions itself
remotely by creeping and climbing; clamps itself for precise cutting in vertical or
horizontal orientation; and feeds the cutting head a full 4 inches. Just 72mm in
diameter, the arm fits through small openings, and its agile articulation (400-degree
rotation and 90-degree swivel) facilitates precision cutting, as well as maneuvering
through 90-degree bends in 4” lines.
The Micro’s powerful air motor makes cuts as far as 230’ (depending on model)
inside pipes 3–6” (or up to 10” as an option). An illuminated camera with combined
water/air cleaning captures real-time cutting footage, and a pressure alarm warns
against water ingress. Designed for productivity, the entire system travels on a
compact wheeled chassis, accepts various interchangeable cutting heads, and can
be field-maintained with operator-replaceable parts.

Model comparison
Pipe diameter range
Articulation
Self-positioning
Illuminated camera
Reach / hose
Cutting power factor
Video monitor/recorder

Auto-Plus

Premium

3–6” (8–10” optional)

3–6” (8–10” optional)

400° rotation / 90° swivel

400° rotation / 90° swivel

manual or auto creep

manual or auto creep

integral w/ air/water clean

integral w/ air/water clean

164’ / standard

230’ / heavy-duty

1.0

1.3

joystick with 3.5” LCD and
MPEG/JPEG capture;
USB & SD ports

touchscreen tablet control,
viewing, and recording
with auxiliary joystick

Lateral Cutter

Reaches up to 230’ into 3-6” lines

(10” optional).

Crawls and climbs using remote self-positioning.
Clamps inside pipe for precise cutting.
Fits into small openings, and through 90-deg
bends in 4” pipe.
Articulates 90/400 degrees (rotation/swivel) and
delivers full 4” cutting feed.
Displays live footage from an illuminated,
self-cleaning camera.
Boosts productivity with interchangeable bits
and field-maintainable components.
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